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Terminology “Qualitative 
metasynthesis” =  
“Qualitative Evidence 
Synthesis” = 
“Qualitative research 
synthesis”



Background
• Interest and use of qualitative research has 

increased
• Little is known about collective bodies of 

qualitative research in certain areas
• Lack of knowledge about how to integrate 

or synthesize findings across qualitative 
studies 

• Qualitative studies are isolated and rarely 
used to contribute to practical knowledge, 
they do not play a significant role in the 
movement toward evidence-based 
medicine 

• Deepen our understanding of evidence-
based practices

Erwin 2011; Lachal 2017



The timeline

1988

First publication on methodology 
for qualitative synthesis: Meta-
ethnography (Noblit and Hare)

2002

Researchers use meta-ethnography 
as a methods of synthesis

2013

Publication of the first Cochrane 
Qualitative Evidence Synthesis



An ancient Buddhist parable details 
the attempts of several blind men to 
describe an elephant. On feeling the 
trunk, one proclaims it to be rather 
like a snake; while another, on 
feeling the ear, explains it is more 
like a fan; yet another, upon 
touching the legs, describes the 
beast as tree-like, and so on. Each 
makes valid and relevant claims in 
relation to the elephant but only 
when the findings of all contributors 
are combined does a clear image of 
the animal emerge. 

(Ireland 1997 from Finlayson 2008)



Qualitative 
metasynthesis

“The bringing together of 
findings on a chosen 
theme, the results of 
which should in 
conceptual terms, be 
greater than the sum of 
its parts”

(Campbell et al 2003)



Why use a qualitative 
metasynthesis?

• Synthesizing  a collective body of 
qualitative/ethnographic research to identify 
common themes; provides insight not available in a 
single study

• Evaluative explorations that can give an 
understanding of overall effectiveness of an 
intervention

• Not just studying effectiveness, but also to identify 
broader patterns and context 

• Moving from knowledge generation to knowledge 
application

Erwin 2011



What is a 
qualitative 
metasynthesis?

Selecting qualitative studies on a specific body 
of knowledge

Translating those findings into one 
interpretation offering a richer, more complete 
understanding of the phenomenon

A complex, systematic and in-depth analysis 
and interpretation

To generate newly synthesized theories that are 
transferrable beyond the studies from which 
they originate

Sherwood 1999



What a qualitative 
metasynthesis is not….

• Not an assimilated 
literature review

• Not a secondary analysis 
(not dealing with raw 
data)

• Not a meta-analysis (not 
to determine cause-and-
effect)

Erwin 2011



Many Methods Exist
Method Purpose Sample Data Analysis 

Meta-ethnography To create new 
holistic 
interpretation

Topically related 
research reports

Usually thematic 
analysis

Meta-study Analyze theories, 
methods, findings

Representative 
sample

Coding, 
categorizing

Cochrane Enhance/extend 
results of meta-
analysis

Related qualitative 
research reports

Emergent, depends

Theory-generating Generate theory Theoretical 
sampling

Coding, categorizng

Qualitative 
research synthesis

Develop or 
reinterpret a model

Purposeful Thematic analysis

Finfgeld-Connett 2018



Conducting a Metasynthesis 
(Steps)
1. Before you start – constitution of a 

research group
2. Define the Question 
3. Protocol development / registration
4. Study selection / sampling
5. Assessing the quality of the studies 

(CASP)
6. Extracting and methods of synthesis
7. Determining the confidence in the 

findings (CERQual)
(Lachal 2017; Flemming 2021)



1. Before you start –
constitution of the team

• Must work in collaboration with 
researchers from diverse 
backgrounds

• A collaborative approach improves 
quality and rigor 

• Team should include qualitative 
methodologists

• Need to choose an approach and 
research question that is adapted 
to the expertise of the group



2. Define the research 
question

• Qualitative metasyntheses usually 
ask how and why questions

• Question should be broad enough, 
but manageable

• Can be helpful to think of the 
question as an “anchor” or as a 
“compass”



A framework for Question formulation (Flemming 2021)



3. Protocol Development / 
Registration
• Clarify the procedures / identify difficulties
• Protocols generally include:

1. The researchers affiliated with the 
project

2. The research question and rationale
3. Inclusion and exclusion criteria
4. Databases (and other sources) to be 

searched
5. Search strategy
6. Proposed methodology for data 

extraction and analysis
7. Proposed time frame for the study

• PRISMA-P (Preferred Reporting Items for 
Systematic review and Meta-Analysis 
Protocols)



Protocol Registration 
• Pre-registering protocols ahead of time can 

reduce bias
• Pre-registration can reduce duplications of 

research
• Where to register your protocol:

• PROSPERO
• Research Registry - Systematic 

Reviews/Meta-Analysis
• International Platform of Registered 

Systematic Review and Meta-analysis 
Protocols

• Open Science Framework - Inclusive 
Systematic Review Registration Form



4. Study selection / 
Sampling

• Variety of sampling methods 
(exhaustive, purposeful, 
theoretical)

• Consider discipline
• Establish key words as a team
• Work with a librarian
• It can be tricky to identify 

qualitative studies



5. Assessing the quality 
of the studies

• Contentious; A 2019 review found over 
100 appraisal tools for evaluating 
qualitative studies

• There is an expectation from journals 
that an assessment is done and that it 
is included in the manuscript

• Need to justify chosen approach
• identify methodological strengths and 

limitations of the primary studies 
included in the synthesis ie an 
appraisal of “rigor.”



Critical Appraisal Skills 
Program (CASP)

• 10 questions
• 3 sections:

• Are the results of the study valid?
• What are the results?
• Will the results help locally?

• Can produce an overall quality score 
for each study 

• The score will be used later to assess 
confidence in the findings of the 
metasynthesis



6. Extracting and Synthesis

• Extraction is a 2-step process:
• formal data about each study: the 

number and type of participants in each 
study, its location, and the method of 
data collection and of analysis.

• “Findings” in the form of quotes from 
participants, author interpretations, 
themes and sub-themes, new theory or 
observational excerpts

• Extraction and analysis are iterative
• Export into data analysis software (e.g. 

NVivo)



• GRADE-CERQual is an approach for 
assessing how much confidence to place 
in the findings of a qualitative 
metasynthesis. 

• The overall assessment of confidence 
(high, moderate, low, very low) is made 
on the basis of an assessment of four 
components

• Similar to other assessment tools, but 
intended for findings of systematic 
reviews from qualitative studies

7. Confidence in the findings



Four components
Methodological 

Limitations

Adequacy of 
Data

Relevance

CoherenceConfidence



Four components



Confidence Levels



Template table
Methodological  
Limitations Relevance Coherence Adequacy of 

the data
Overall  
confidence

Finding 1 Notes… Notes… Notes… Notes… Very low, low, 
moderate or high

Finding 2 Notes… Notes… Notes… Notes… Very low, low, 
moderate or high

Finding 3 Notes… Notes… Notes… Notes… Very low, low, 
moderate or high

Finding 4 Notes… Notes… Notes… Notes… Very low, low, 
moderate or high

Finding 5 Notes… Notes… Notes… Notes… Very low, low, 
moderate or high



There’s an app for that! 
(https://isoq.epistemonikos.org/)



A real-life 
example…



Motivation for 
Metasynthesis
• Lethal means counseling is an evidence-based 

intervention
• It is underutilized in practice

• What individual and contextual factors impact 
implementation?

• Goal to understand stakeholder perspectives of 
intervention 



Step 1: Forming a research group

Katelin Hoskins, 
PhD, CRNP
University of 

Pennsylvania

Brooke Dorsey 
Holliman, PhD
University of 

Colorado

Joseph Simonetti, 
MD, MPH 

University of 
Colorado

Rocky Mountain 
MIRECC

Karoline Myhre, 
M. Ed 

University of 
Pennsylvania

Sarah Sullivan
M.S. Ed 

James J Peters VAMC
Now CUNY

Emily Mitchell,
B.A. 

James J Peters VAMC
Now Catholic University

Sara J. Landes, 
PhD

University of 
Arkansas for Medical 

Sciences
South Central MIRECC



Step 2: 
Defining the 
question

1. Stakeholders’ perspectives on LMC
• Barriers and facilitators
• Role of intervention characteristics
• Role of contextual factors on acceptability and 

feasibility 

2. Differences based on group and setting
3. Implications for informing LMC 

implementation and research 



Exploratory/interpretive                       Structured/systematic

• Qualitative research synthesis/meta-study 
• All available papers
• Coding characteristics 
• Thematic analysis 

Dixon-Woods et al., 2006
Finlayson & Dixon, 2008



Step 3: 
Developing a 
protocol



Step 4: Study 
selection

1. Studies to include
• What qualifies as 

qualitative? 
2. Search terms – iterative 

process
3. Translating across databases
4. Inclusion & exclusion for (1) 

title/abstract and (2) full 
text searches
• Only peer reviewed

5. Software!
• Covidence if you’re lucky, 

Rayyan if you aren’t  





Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Title/abstract

• Qualitative methods
• Relevant content

Full text

• Providers discussing with patients 
access to or storage of firearms and 
medications

• Any type of provider + anyone 
impacted by LMC

• No exclusions based on intent of 
LMC or demo/clinical characteristics 

• Qualitative assessment and analysis





Step 5: 
Assessing 

study quality



Step 6 (the main event): Extracting & Analyzing 

Code line by line 
-Inductive/deductive
-Codebook

1
Develop 
descriptive themes 
-Based on findings

2
Generate analytic 
themes 
-Going “beyond” findings
-E.g., barriers/facilitators

3

Thomas & Harden, 2008



Step 6: Our take!

Coded line by 
line 
-2 authors + 1 
reviewer
-Broad, descriptive 
codes (e.g., patient-
identified barriers)

1
Coded into 
detailed 
subthemes
-3 authors
-E.g., patients feeling 
judged by provider

2
Generated 
analytic themes 
-E.g., acceptability 
depends on 
understanding 
rationale; comfort 
with provider

3
Assigned 
subthemes to 
CFIR domain
-E.g., Outer setting, 
Inner setting

4







7 Analytic Themes 

The importance of firearms to owners’ identities and perceptions of 
ownership as a protected and private right lead to perceived cultural 
tensions between patients and providers and hesitancy to discuss firearms.

The acceptability of LMC, and especially asking about access, depends 
on understanding its rationale and context and feeling comfortable with 
the provider.

Cultural competency is important for discussing firearms; training 
providers on firearms, firearm culture, and risk for suicide can improve 
their competence and confidence in providing LMC.





Step 7: Determining confidence in findings



Manuscript 
writing



Key decisions points

1. Forming a research group • Diversity
• Methodological and content expertise
• Manpower

2. Defining the question • Determining scope
• Determining level of structure 
• The Why and How

3. Protocol development/registration • Where to register depending on type of review
• Specific with some flexibility

4. Study selection / sampling • Databases to search and search terms
• Other methods of finding relevant papers
• Inclusions/exclusion criteria 
• Software

5. Assessing study quality • Selecting tool 
• Double coding/reconciling discrepancies

6. Extracting and analysis • Method + adaptations
• Software, codebook, reliability 

7. Determining confidence in findings • Approach
• Which findings, reliability, incorporating into analysis

Putting it all Together



Thank you (and 
Godspeed)!
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